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Abstract:The aim of this seminar paper is to define Traherne’s close understanding of his own situation 
in the context of the religious history of the human race explained in the Old Testament. Traherne’s 
schemes of understanding the devotion is simple and static to its own reality by which these are 
formulated. The intention and meaning of his works, as Malcolm Day argues, are clearly germinated by 
the way they are structured. Traherne expressed his ideas in the language of Christianity, his thinking 
was dominated by the concept that ultimate reality consists of the eternal ideas of all things existing 
infinitely and simultaneously in the Mind of God, and this concept is the single most significant 
influence upon that paralleling, repetitive rhetoric which he developed and used with great skill to 
express his deepest beliefs. His celebration of the creation, for all time, arouses a deep sense of his 
philosophy- the felicitation of the God by his direct appeal. Traherne’s optimism is deeply linked up 
with his deep spiritual awareness, penetrating the concept of reality by the observation of reason- the 
innocent outlook of the Christ to determine the principle of the world. The focal point of this paper is to 
investigate the different layers and textures of his works to apprehend the milieu of the evangelical 
outlook of the religion as well as the devotion of the seventeenth century England. This paper will also 
bring some new ideas of devotion of the seventeenth century England, and will explain the relevance of 
it to the present era.  
 
Keywords: Seventeenth Century England and Its Devotional Milieu, Traherne’s Ways of Addressing The 
Philosophical Ideas, The Felicitation Of The God.  

 
Introduction: Thomas Traherne (1637- 1674) is a man of sane and prophetic whose mysticism whose 
mysticism was not essentially effective but ideological and speculative. He tried to vindicate the whole 
range of human life with Christian creed of ultimate felicity, reviving the truest appeal of the soul by 
experiencing the form and sense of the divine and the divinity. Throughout his writings, he 
incorporates the infinite power of the soul, illuminating his ideas with the language of 
Christianity so that he could stimulate the mind of God to express his deepest feelings, beliefs- 
the presence of the divine substances in and out of all existences

1
. His optimism, especially of 

philosophical and religious appeal, is measured with highest spiritual awareness- his sense and deepest 
understanding of the Hermetic philosophy- the real identification and manifestation of the soul with 
divine mind and its continuation to a spiritual way. Traherne identified the relationship between God 
and soul through the lens of hermeticism, and addressed its temperament cling to the soul of the 
humankind: 
“The minde, O Tat,,, is of the very essence of God, if yet there be any essence of God. What kinde of 
Essence that is, he alone knows himself exactly. The minde there for is not cut off or divided from the 
essentiality of God, but united as the light of the Sun. And this Mindemin men, is God” (Day 15).  
 
For Traherne, the influx of the rapid inventions of science, during the seventeenth century 
England, had swept away the old traditions and customs as well as the old beliefs of the human 
beings. To Traherne belief, God is absolutely one, and infinite rulling agent of auspiciousness, and He 
does make the soul as an image and partaker of Him to manifest love and beauty among His mankind so 
that He may be remembered and worshipped at least a while. Louis L. Martz, in this regard, has 
brilliantly denoted the sensitive perceptions of Traherne’s religious and philosophical thoughts and 
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feelings, which Stanley Stewart has said “open and expansive beyond temporal boundaries” (Day 19). 
Traherne is elaborating the significance of Christ as the highest point of perfect enjoyment of the world. 
Traherne’s poems, though full of praise of God’s power, are directed toward himself, synthesizing the 
fact that knowing oneself perfectly is to know the God from the ignorance, from darkness

2
.  

 
Traherne’s poetry is represented not by the outer tension or difficult situations, but by the 
discovery of the truth within himself that corresponds the truth of the external world so that he 
could be able to see and absorb the wisdom of God. Traherne’s principle aim, throughout his 
poetry, is to correspond to the external phenomenon of the divine presence to arrest the true self of 
himself, acknowledging us with the fact, what K. W. Salter noted aptly, that “God’s presence is pervading 
the soul to seek and have the love of Him” (110). The sense of human life, in fact, as tragic, in the purest 
and broadest sense, is absent from Traherne’s mind and ideology. His religious and philosophical 
optimism, throughout his poetry, is unbiased to recapitulate the importance of the self through which 
one can attain the sparks of God, and be able to have some sense of divine pleasure within oneself 
(Seelig 148). He idealized the vision of the Blake’s world to point out his philosophical optimism- “if the 
doors of the perception were cleansed, everything would appear as it is infinite” (Salter 121).  
 
Traherne’s religious and philosophical optimism, through his poetry, can best be summed up 
with his deepest emphasizing on the unlimited love not only for God but the works of God. He 
believes that all things depend from God, and makes us acquainted with the fact that the man 
who has no knowledge of Christianity must realize this dependency if he knows himself. 
Traherne knows and understands one thing well that we are moved to love God because of His subtle 
manifestation everywhere, and that he makes us conscious seriously with the fact that we should love 
God in the highest manner so that we may be loved to ourselves to denote the actuality of the souls. 
Traherne, through his detailed observation of religious and philosophical optimism over the concept of 
God, pointed out that God is and should be loved because He is God for the betterment of the soul’s 
truest self- the aim of attaining salvation through the world of nature, in the sky and the stars.  
 
Traherne’s ways of addressing the God and His every works are of his subtle felicitation of the 
divine thoughts and sensibilities of his heart, incorporating his outer world and views with that 
of his inner sense, enjoying a heightened sense of his own individual possibilities in his special 
moment of illusion which is quite similar and adhere too to his outer world. Traherne, to 
summarize the fact of felicitation to God, emphasizes the divine potentialities of the human person. And 
in establishing so, Traherne does not make the dependence of mankind on God a cardinal point. He 
idealizes the fact that we should love to all things in and for God, seeing man as the harmony with His 
world fundamentally, having unlimited power to possess all good things. This type of felicitation of God 
can best be measured and can well be defined by the light of Traherne’s deep philosophical optimism.  
Detailing of the Concepts: 
 
Traherne is a man of resolution who has passed from one stage to another- from the religious 
attitude to the humanist attitude, and also a man of the finest and noblest character, having 
some special ministry of religion with an unconventional echo of the seventeenth century 
English religion. The methods and moods of his writings, the temperament of his artistic style, and the 
textures of his felicitation to the God define a new trend of devotion to testify the evangelical outlook 
and overall attitude of the seventeenth century England.  
 
In “The Salutation” Traherne is talking about the preexistence of the soul and the birth of the physical 
body that is linked up with God to advocate and praise of His works with ease. Before the recognition of 
the soul to the God, he was in curtain which ‘hid him so long’ (line 5) that made us clear with the fact of 
uncertainty and unfamiliar with the all pervading of God. Traherne is spellbound since the influx of the 
divine milieu into his soul that has given an elegant reaction to his soul as well as his physical body: 

When silent I, 
So many thousand thousand years, 
Beneath the dust did in a chaos lie, 

How could I smile or tears, 
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Or lips or hands or eyes or ears perceive? 
Welcome ye treasures which I now receive. (line 7-12) 

 
Traherne, through his deepest sense of religious optimism, tries to experience the very presence of God 
everywhere so that he can and will protect his soul during the time of the Judgment Day. His main aim, 
during his infant stage of philosophical optimism of the divinity and the divine milieu of the 
age of England, is to celebrate the world of nature as the embodiment of God by his deepest 
thoughts and profoundest convictions: 

To celebrate or see: 
Such sounds I to hear, such hands to feel, such feet, 

Beneath the skies, on such a ground to meet. (line 16-18) 
 
Traherne’s experiences of the manifestation of God everywhere determines the most happy 
temperament of his understanding of God by knowing himself gradually to employ the highest 
purpose of his soul, i.e. to be loved spontaneously and impulsively. He believed that all men might 
be happy as he was if they would firly resolve to follow the path which had led him to felicity: 

A God preparing did this glorious store, 
The world for me adorn. 

Into this Eden so divine and fair, 
So wide and bright, I come his son and heir. (line 33-36) 

 
Gladys I. Wade, in this regard, has significantly noted that “what is true, however, is that his (Traherne) 
mind dwelt with so much delight upon certain thoughts that it was continually recurring to them, 
setting them in different lights with some special effects of divine milieu” (LXXIV).  
 
His style is always simple and straightforward, aiming to affect the minds of the readers by the weight of 
his optimistic philosophical thoughts with no more dulcet melodies. He is penetrated with a sense of the 
glory of the universe as well as of the greatness of the Creator, it was with no sense of abasement that he 
contemplated them. In his next poem “Wonder”, Traherne must and has experienced the divine element 
in the world of nature and through the divine objects of nature: 
   When first among his works I did appear 
    O how their Glory me did crown! 
   The world resembled his Eternity, 
    In which my Soul did walk; 
   And ev’ry thing that I did see, 
    Did with me talk.  (line 3-8) 
 
This kind of opening stanza thoroughly presents a deep understanding of Traherne’s exalted aspirations 
of the divine elements around himself. Traherne believed that if God confers benefits on the mankind it 
is in order that He may witness mankind’s delight in them and gratitude for them. 
 
Traherne, through this poem, wishes to visualize fundamental effects and sense of God and His creation 
which would be and must be praised by his deepest felicitation of his soul. Traherne sees and idealizes 
the creation of the God and of the soul with his acute sense of philosophical optimism that forwards him 
to define every creation with the paragon of the essence of the God, both in directly or indirectly: 

Oh how divine, how soft, how sweet, how fair! 
The stars did entertain my sense, 

And all the works of God so bright and pure, 
So rich and great did seem. (Line 11-14) 

 
Traherne’s deepest understanding of God creation is the result and the creed of his philosophical 
optimism with religious undertone that befits the relationship of God and soul to maintain the world of 
nature. The philosophical conception of union of God is preserved and practiced too during the 
seventeenth century through the Neo-Platonists just to attain a partial and subtle connection of the soul 
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with the gold. Christianity teaches him that God is love and He should be loved by the principle of the 
Christianity- the motto of the Christian life.  
I felt a vigour in my sense 

That was all spirit. I within did flow 
With seas of life, like wine: 

I nothing in the world did know, 
But ‘twas divine.  (line 20-24) 

 
He believes that the Father is the creative source of all things, the divine spark in the human soul. And 
this sources are to be measured with genuine mystics. Every creation is loved and praised by 
Traherne to accomplish the fact of divine spark in the human soul, experiencing the whole 
range of human life and Christian progress toward ultimate felicity: 

The state of innocence 
And bliss, not trades and poverties, 

Did fill my sense. (line 30-32) 
 
Traherne is talking about the heavenly bliss which is the infinite and resolute power of the soul. His 
thinking was dominated by the factual statement of the ULTIMATE felicity of God so that he would 
experience the creed and milieu of the evangelical sense with full ease at his soul. And this concept is 
the most significant influence that he developed with great skill to express his deepest beliefs: 

The streets were paved with golden stones, 
The boys and girls were mine, 

Oh how did all their lovely faces shine! 
The sons of men were holy ones.  (line 33-36) 

 
He celebrates and enjoys all time the beauty of creation that manifests God’s love and beauty, and the 
soul, as Traherne philosophizes, lives in the union with the divine life. He understands that dignity 
without wisdom and wisdom without virtue is a flaw, and it is virtue that impels us to be linked 
up with God when we have found Him.  
 
Objective of the paper: 

· The objective of the paper is to explicate the evangelical outlook of the seventeenth century England. 

· Traherne’s religious appeal and taste with some philosophical optimism. 

· And his finding out of the concept of the self by the felicitation of God with a new dimension of 
unconventional thoughts in His every creation through the world of nature. 

 
Methodology:During my writing this paper I have gathered primary data extensively from the National 
Library as much as possible, then analysis these upon the relevance of my work, and finally use these 
data to build up a beautiful paper with full psychological insight. I have also assembled some secondary 
data from internet so that I can input more details with valuable ethics to accomplish Traherne’s works 
sincerely.  
 
Conclusion:That Traherne is essentially a poet with profoundest thoughts. It is needless to say that 
Traherne always tries to maintain union with God, presenting the divine substances in and behind all 
existence. In fact, his close optimism is his product of his spiritual awareness. Traherne’s purpose in all 
his poetry was meditational in such a way that he sought analysis for himself, and in doing so he 
provides us a brief and detailed historical survey of the early Church.  
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